Media Mountain
Media = noun - a plural of medium.
(Usually used with a plural verb) the means of communication, as radio, television,
newspapers, magazines, books, films, art …that reach and/or influence people widely.

The God-given blueprint for the Media Mountain is:
Using all types of media to engage the world with the supernatural message of the
kingdom of God.
To establish and spread the kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven:
 From the footprint (our area), to all of Barnstaple; from the UK to the ends of the world
 Using all kinds of media, known and as yet unknown, natural and supernatural
Taking the message with which God has entrusted us and making it available to as many
people as possible.
That message carries revelation, conviction, inspiration and instruction
 To awaken individuals and nations to the sound of God and to deep intimacy with
Him
To call them into their identity as Sons of God and into their destiny to rule with Him
 To equip them for reigning
 To empower them to live the same supernatural lifestyle that Jesus lived

The bench of three on the Media Mountain are:

Jeremy
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Waltraut

Mark

Our
beats for…
 … calling forth and equipping of the Joshua Generation
 … preparing for the billion-fold harvest of harvesters
 … the nations of the world!
Our desire is to produce and circulate resources that will impact them in the
above mentioned four-fold way: Awaken, call, equip and empower.
We meet as a bench once a week to get mandates and strategies from heaven, to
send out the call of God, to call into being etc.
We also consider all the practicalities and possibilities of producing excellent media,
how to grow in supernatural ways of using media, etc.
We are convinced that the kingdom of God and his glory will fill the earth, the
universe and beyond!
We are convinced that media plays a vital role in spreading the kingdom of God from
person to person, from city to city and nation to nation.
We know that we are called to have a vital part in that and are determined to give our
best!
The Lord has whispered something about supernatural ways of media into our ears.
He has ensured us that he is the God of the impossible. We are working on our
personal lives to grow, get transformed and mature, so that he can entrust us with the
authority and everything else we need to fulfil our mandates and destiny.
In the practical media work we have so far concentrated on the written (books,
articles, blog...). We are looking to develop other creative means (media!), like the
audio-visual, films, music, art, social media, etc. Any new ideas are welcome! There
is no end to the creative possibilities.
Seven more mountains
The Media Mountain has seven sub–mountains, each with three vacant thrones on
them, waiting for creative, eager, nation-loving individuals to come and take their
places on them:
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The Written



Audio-visual



Music



Angels



Evangelism



Pioneering



Networking

Does your spirit resonate with any of these?
Let’s not be restricted by the conventional meanings of these names, but hear what
God means by them.
Has God given you gifts, abilities, desires that line up with the blueprint, goals,
and sub-mountains of the Media Mountain?

If so, we have been calling you in…
Please get in touch with us!
The Media-tribe resonates with the eagle – the apostolic/legislative.
Therefore our fortnightly discipleship group
activities will include:
 the Media Mountain blueprint and
declarations
 different facets of media work and how it
is used here to reach the lost, in
discipleship and so on
 the different Media sub-mountains
 the bigger picture of reaching nations
 examples of operating governmentally
 Calling into being for regions, nations etc.
 Sending out angels
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Legislating and more

We will help group members to find their own destinies, mountains, blueprints, and
declarations, and to discover if their place is on one of the 7 Media sub-mountains or
elsewhere.

Jeremy, Waltraut and Mark
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